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Abstract: So far, many one-time password based authentication schemes have been proposed; however, none is secure enough. In 2004, W.C.Ku proposed hash-based strong-password based authentication scheme without using smart card that is vulnerable to the password guessing attack, not achieving mutual authentication and key agreement. In this paper, we propose a new improved version of Ku’s scheme that is eliminated these weaknesses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Password-based authentication is one of the most common, simple and easy-to-use authentication methods. Since static passwords are most often used in password-based authentication, it is vulnerable to the guessing attack, dictionary-based attack and replay attack. However, there are one-time password authentication methods that are used to eliminate these issues and are now widely used in remote user authentication. In particular, the hash-based authentication schemes are based on one-way functions and challenge-response mechanism and they are often preferred because of their ease of use and low computing power.

One of the first hash-based authentication methods is Lamport's hash-chain method that introduced in 1981 [1]. Although authentication methods based on Lamport scheme are simple, it requires multiple hashing operations for users during each authentication session. In turn, it requires much time and device capacity for calculation [2]. The hash-based authentication schemes can be divide into two groups depending on whether or not they are using a token to storage data: scheme used smart card (CINON [3], OSPA-1 [4], ROSI [5], CLH [6], SPAPA [7], SAS-3 [8], JAN [9] and scheme using without smart card (Ku [10], SAS [11], OSPA [12]).

The SAS (Simple and Secure) authentication method developed by M.Sandirigama et al., does not require data storage, high computation and transmission over network. In addition, it is not vulnerable to the “man in the middle” attack [11]. However, SAS protocol is vulnerable replay and DOS attacks [12]. Although these issues have been eliminated in OSPA (Optimal Strong-Password Authentication) [12] and in the Revised version of SAS protocol [15], implementation on small-scale devices is difficult (for example, in SAS-R authentication method, 5 times hashing operations are required for each session). Although SAS-2 protocol and its “challenge-response” version [13] have been developed to minimize the number of hashing iteration and to provide mutual authentication, they still require storing of some information, such as, random number. These problems can also be meted in a number of lamport and SAS like authentication methods [24]-[25].

In this paper, we first propose the following seven security requirements for evaluating a password authentication scheme. Each requirement is an important and independent requirement for a new password authentication scheme.

1. Resistance to Denial-of-Service Attack. In this attack, attacker causes to fail legitimate user in his next attempt to authenticate by exchanging information belonging to him. After that, the legitimate user can no longer pass the authentication process.
2. Resistance to Forgery Attack. The attacker modifies the connection to falsify the legitimate user and thereby enter to the system.
3. Resistance to Man-in-the-middle Attack. In this case, the attacker will be able to log in a system through the connecting to communication line in two consecutive sessions. In this case, it is important to protect the communication line from listening, modification and damage.
4. Resistance to Replay Attack. In this attack, the attacker will deceived or discredit other legitimate users by reusing the protocol information.
5. Resistance to Guessing Attack. An entropy of password used for authentication must be high. In this attack, an attacker tries to crack the password in offline or online situation.
6. Resistance to Stolen Verifier. The attacker discredits the legitimate user by stealing password-verifiers (for example, hashed passwords) from the server.
7. Providing Mutual Authentication. The user and the server can be able to authenticate each other. That is, not only does the server authenticate the user, it also allows the user to authenticate the server.

The security requirements mentioned above are the most important ones for one-time password based authentication protocols. In addition, there are some types of attacks that are not applicable to all one-time password based authentication protocols.

When evaluating the effectiveness of one-time password based authentication protocols, the following factors are important:
- number of hashing and stored data on the server side;
- number of hashing and stored data on the client side;
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II. REVIEW AND SECURITY WEAKNESSES OF THE 
Ku’S PROTOCOL

Strong-password based authentication method developed by W.S.Ku does not require securely storing any information from client except password. Following notations are used in Ku’s protocol:

- $U$ denote the user and $S$ denote the server.
- $h()$ represents a cryptographic hash function. $h(m)$ denote the data $m$ is hashed one time and $h^2(m)$ is hashed twice, that is, $h^2(m) = h(h(m))$.
- $P$ represents $U$’s strong password.
- $N$ denote a sequence number starting from 1 since $U$’s initial registration and incremented in authentication process.
- $K_2$ denote $S$’s secret key commonly used for generating a unique storage key for each user.
- $T$ denote the latest time $U$ initially registers or re-registers to $S$.
- $\oplus$ denotes the bit-wise XOR operation and $|$ denotes the concatenation operation.
- $A \rightarrow B$: $X$ means $A$ sends $X$ to $B$ through a common communication channel.
- Notation $A \Rightarrow B$: $X$ means $A$ sends $X$ to $B$ through a secure communication channel.

Ku’s scheme involves two process, the registration process and the login process, which can be described as in the following.

Registration process. This process is invoked whenever $U$ initially registers or re-registers to $S$.

- **Step 1.** $U \rightarrow S$: registration request.
- **Step 2.** $S \Rightarrow U: N, T$.
  
  $S$ sets $T$ to the value of his current timestamp. If it is $U$’s initial registration, $S$ sets $N$ to 1. Otherwise, $S$ sets $N = N + 1$. Next, $S$ sends $N$ and $T$ to $U$ through an secure channel.
- **Step 3.** $U \rightarrow S: h^2(S \parallel P \parallel N \parallel T)$.
  
  $U$ computes the verifier $h^2(S \parallel P \parallel N \parallel T)$ and then sends it to $S$ through an secure channel.
- **Step 4.** $S \rightarrow U$: Information about successfully registration.
  
  $S$ computes the storage key $K_u(T) = h(U \parallel h(K_2 \parallel T))$ to store $U$’s data and then computes the sealed verifier $s^U(N) = h^2(S \parallel P \parallel N \parallel T) \oplus K_u(T)$. $S$ saves $s^U(N), N$ and $T$ in password file.

Login process. This process is invoked whenever $U$ logs in $S$.

- **Step 1.** $U \rightarrow S$: login request.
- **Step 2.** $S \rightarrow U: r, n, t$.
  
  $S$ selects randomly nonce $r$ and send it with $n = N$ and $t = T$ to $U$.
- **Step 3.** $U \rightarrow S: c_1, c_2, c_3$.
  
  $U$ computes following and send them to $S$:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_1 &= h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) \\
    c_2 &= h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) \\
    c_3 &= h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \parallel r
\end{align*}
\]

**Step 4.** $S \rightarrow U$: Information about whether or not an user is authenticated.

$S$ computes $K_u(T) = h(U \parallel h(K_2 \parallel T))$ and extract $h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t)$ from $s^U(N)$, that is:

\[
h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) = s^U(N) \oplus K_u(T)
\]

Then, $S$ computes $u_1$ and $u_2$ as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_1 &= c_1 \oplus h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) = h(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) \\
    u_2 &= c_2 \oplus u_1 = h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)
\end{align*}
\]

If $h(u_1) = h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t)$ and $h(u_2)$ $r=r\ominus$3, then $S$ authenticates $U$. Otherwise, $S$ rejects $U$’s login request and terminates this session.

After user $U$ is authenticated, $S$ computes following for next session:

\[
s^U(n + 1) = u_2 \oplus K_u(T) = h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \oplus K_u(T)
\]

And $S$ replaces $s^U(N)$ with $s^U(n+1)$ and sets $N = n + 1$ for $U$’s next login. The value of $T$ is unchanged: $T = t$.

**Security analysis of Ku’s protocol.** This protocol is analyzed by many researchers [22, 23] and they implement attack on the protocol in case of verifier, $h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t)$ is stolen. However, to get verifier, attacker needs to know the secret key of $S$ (that is, $K_2$). If the attacker knows the secret key of $S$, then it will cause more serious problems before the protocol. Nevertheless, without getting the verifier, Ku’s protocol has following security weakness:

1. Ku’s protocol is weakness to guessing attack when poor passwords are used. That is, attacker can try to check his password $P$ validity by handled $c_1$ hash value as following:

\[
c_1 = h^2(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P \parallel n \parallel t)
\]

If attacker found valid password $P$ that satisfy above equation, then entity protocol is broken.

2. In addition, Ku’s protocol cannot provide mutual authentication. That is, user cannot check server validity.

3. Ku’s protocol perform only one-way authentication without any key agreement.

III. IMPROVED VERSION OF KU’S PROTOCOL

Improved version of Ku’s protocol consist of three process: registration process, login and key agreement process and password changing process.

**Registration process.** This process is invoked whenever $U$ initially registers or re-registers to $S$.

- **Step 1.** $U \rightarrow S$: Registration request.
- **Step 2.** $S \Rightarrow U: N, T$.
  
  $S$ sets $T$ to the value of his current timestamp. If it is $U$’s initial registration, $S$ sets $N$ to 1. Otherwise, $S$ sets $N = N + 1$. Next, $S$ sends $N$ and $T$ to $U$ through an secure channel.
- **Step 3.** $U \rightarrow S: h^2(S \parallel P \parallel N \parallel T)$.
  
  $U$ computes the verifier $h^2(S \parallel P \parallel N \parallel T)$ and then sends it to $S$ through an secure channel.
S computes the storage key $K_U^{(T)} = h(U \parallel h(K_c \parallel T))$ to store $U$’s data and then computes the sealed verifier $s_U^{(N)} = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel N \parallel T) \oplus K_U^{(T)}$. S saves $s_U^{(N)}$, $N$ and $T$ in password file.

**Login and key agreement process.** This process is invoked whenever U logsins S.

**Step 1.** $U \rightarrow S$: Login request.

**Step 2.** $S \rightarrow U: r, n, t$.

$S$ selects randomly nonce $r$ and send it with $n = N$ and $t = T$ to $U$.

**Step 3.** $U \rightarrow S$: c1, c2, c3.

$U$ generates $K_{N+1}$ and computes following and send them to $S$:

$c_1 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$c_2 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$c_3 = h(h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \parallel r)$

**Step 4.** $S \rightarrow U$: c4 and information about whether or not an user is authenticated.

$S$ computes $K_U^{(T)} = h(U \parallel h(K_c \parallel T))$ and extract $h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ from $s_U^{(N)}$, that is:

$h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) = s_U^{(N)} \oplus K_U^{(T)}$. Then, $S$ computes $u_1$ and $u_2$ as follow:

$u_1 = c_1 \oplus h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) = h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$u_2 = c_2 \oplus u_1 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$.

If $h(u_1) = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ and $h(u_2) \parallel r = c_2$, then $S$ authenticates $U$. Otherwise, $S$ rejects $U$’s login request and terminates this session.

After user $U$ is authenticated, $S$ computes followings for next session:

$s_U^{(n+1)} = u_2 \oplus K_U^{(T)} = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \parallel t) \oplus K_U^{(T)}$

And $S$ replaces $s_U^{(N)}$ with $s_U^{(n+1)}$ and sets $N = n + 1$ for $U$’s next login. The value of $T$ is unchanged: $T = t$.

After successfully authentication, server $S$ computes session key $K_C$ as follow:

$K_C = h(U \parallel u_1)$.

$S$ follows computing to authenticated by user $U$ and send it to $U$:

$c_4 = h(U \parallel u_2)$.

**Step 5.** $U \rightarrow S$: Information about whether or not an server is authenticated.

If equation $h(U \parallel h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) = c_4$ is true, then $U$ authenticates $S$ and calculates session key $K_C$ as follow:

$K_C = h(U \parallel h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$.

Finally, user $U$ saves $K_{N+1}$ instead of $K_N$ for next authentication request.

**Password changing process.** Password changing process is one the main requirements from one-time password based authentication methods and in generally, this process is not done easily as in static password based authentication. Therefore, in many one-time password based authentication methods, such as KU’s protocol, formalization of password changing process is not given. Proposed improved version of Ku’s protocol has password changing process and it is done as follow:

**Step 1.** $U \rightarrow S$: Password changing request.

**Step 2.** $S \rightarrow U: r, n, t$.

$S$ generates nonce $r$ and send it to $U$ with $n = N$ and $t = T$ from password file.

**Step 3.** $U \rightarrow S$: c1, c2, c3.

$U$ generates random number $K_{N+1}$ and new password $P'$ and calculates following:

$c_1 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$c_2 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$c_3 = h(h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \parallel r)$

$S$ send $c_1, c_2, c_3$ to the server $S$.

**Step 4.** $S \rightarrow U$: information about password changed and $c_4$.

$S$ calculates $K_U^{(T)} = h(U \parallel h(K_c \parallel T))$ and extract $h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ from $s_U^{(N)}$, as follow:

$h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) = s_U^{(N)} \oplus K_U^{(T)}$. Then, $S$ calculates $u_1$ and $u_2$ as follow:

$u_1 = c_1 \oplus h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) = h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$
$u_2 = c_2 \oplus u_1 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$.

If $h(u_1) = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ and $h(u_2) \parallel r = c_3$ are valid, then $S$ authenticates $U$ and calculates password verifier based on new password as follow:

$s_U^{(n+1)} = u_2 \oplus K_U^{(T)} = h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \parallel t) \oplus K_U^{(T)}$

And, for login process, $S$ changes $s_U^{(N)}$ with $s_U^{(n+1)}$ and sets $N = n + 1$. Current time stamp is not changed.

$S$ calculates $c_4$ as follow to authenticated by $U$ and send it with information about successfully password changed:

$c_4 = h(U \parallel u_2)$. If $h(U \parallel h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) = c_4$ is valid, then $U$ authenticates $S$ and informed about password changed.

**IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATION**

In this section, we will briefly demonstrate the improved scheme is secure against the replay attack, offline-guessing attack, stolen verifier attack, the denial of service attack, forgery attack, and man-in-the-middle attack. Furthermore, we will also show that the improved scheme is effective to perform.

**Resistance to Denial-of-Service Attack.** To prevent the denial-of-service attack, $S$ has to make sure that the computed $u_2$, which will be used $U$’s next verifier, is authentic. Since $c_3$ can protect the integrity of $c_1$ and $c_2$, which are used to compute $u_2$, any unauthorized modification on $c_1$, $c_2$, and $c_3$ will be detected by $S$. As the attacker can not disable $U$’s account, the improved scheme can resist the denial of service attack.

**Resistance to Forgery Attack.** To mount a forgery attack on the improved scheme, the attacker must generate the authentication message corresponding to the given $n$ and $r$. Since the attacker knows neither $P$ and $K_N$ or $h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$, he can not produce the correct $(c_1, c_2, c_3)$ that will be accepted by $S$. Hence, the proposed scheme can resist the forgery attack.

**Resistance to Man-in-the-middle Attack.** The man-in-the-middle attack takes place when the attacker, who sits between the client and the server, tries to cheat either side by eavesdropping on the transmission data, modifying the message and then relaying the modified message. The improved scheme is resistance to man-in-the-middle attack.
Modifying $c_1$ of Step 3 will cause the server to fail on recovering the correct $h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ from $c_2$, and modifying $c_2$ of Step 3 also causes the server to fail on recovering the correct $h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$. The server will reject the request when it cannot recover the correct $h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$ to check $h(h^2(S \parallel P + K_M \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus c_3)$. The attacker must know both $h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ and $h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$ before he can modify both $c_1$ and $c_2$ simultaneously while maintaining the validity of the modified data, which is infeasible because of only the right user who inputs the correct password into the tamper-resistant device can derive both of the secret values.

**Resistance to Replay Attack.** Suppose that $N = n$ and the attacker has captured all $U'$s past authentication messages $(c_{1i}, c_{2i}, c_{3i})$ for $i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1$. Since $U'$s current verifier stored in $S$ is $h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$, attacker cannot log in $S$ by using $(c_{1i} = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel i \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_i \parallel i \parallel t), c_{2}, c_{3})$, where $1 \leq i \leq n - 1$. Alternatively, if the adversary replaces the transmitting $c_{2i}'$ and $c_{3i}'$ with $c_{2i}$ and $c_{3i}$, where $i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1$, during $U'$s login, $S$ will detect this fraudulence because $h((c_{2i} \oplus (c_{1i} \oplus h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t))) \oplus r(n))$ does not equal $c_{3i}' = h(h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t) \oplus r(n))$. Note that even if the attacker could fool $S$ into replacing $U'$s verifier $h^2(S \parallel P + K_{N+1} \parallel n + 1 \parallel t)$ with $h^2(S \parallel P + K_i \parallel i \parallel t)$, where $1 \leq i \leq n - 1$, by some means, the attacker cannot impersonate $U$ because $r(n) \neq r(i)$, which implies $h((c_{2i} \oplus (c_{1i} \oplus h^2(S \parallel P + K_i \parallel n \parallel t))) \oplus r(n)) \neq c_{3i}'$. Therefore, the improved scheme can resist the replay attack.

**Resistance to Guessing Attack.** Suppose that the attacker has captured all $U'$s past authentication messages: $c_1, c_2, c_3$. Even the attacker tries to know $U'$s password $P$, he cannot use $c_1 = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t) \oplus h(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel n \parallel t)$ to verify that guessed password because of knowing nonce $K_N$ is required. Therefore, the improved scheme is resistance to offline guessing attack.

**Resistance to Stolen Verifier.** Suppose that $S$'s password file was compromised to the attacker, i.e., the attacker has obtained $T(=t)$, $N(=n)$, and the sealed verifier $s_{UV}(N) = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel N \parallel T) \oplus c_3$. Clearly, $t$ and $n$ are not secrets. As $s_{UV}(N) = h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel N \parallel T) \oplus c_3$, the attacker can derive $h^2(S \parallel P + K_N \parallel N \parallel T)$ from $s_{UV}(N)$ only if he knows $c_3 = h(U \parallel h(K_N \parallel T))$, which implies that he knows $K_N$. As assumed, $K_N$ is under strict protection, and therefore the improved scheme can resist the stolen verifier attack. In other words, if $K_N$ is top secret of the system and it is compromised, then the entity system could be under serious attack.

Furthermore, improved version of Ku's protocol compares to currents one based on above requirements and results are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Comparison between the existing protocols and the improved protocol with respect to attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lambert scheme [1]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamport scheme [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINON [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERM [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-1 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPA [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPA-1 [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSI [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Ku’s scheme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarize the performance of the existing protocols and improved version of Ku’s protocol in the $i$th authentication session. $h$ represents the hash value, $M$ is the maximum number of hash iterations, $V_i$ is the verifier in $i$th authentication session and $L(x)$ represents the data length of $x$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: Evaluating the effectivity of existing protocols and the improved protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Server</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hash iterations (times)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert scheme [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINON [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-1 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPA [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPA-1 [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSI [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on hash overhead and improved Ku’s scheme. The improved version of Ku’s scheme performs a little hashing operations that the original one because of it has mutual authentication phrase with key agreement procedure. However, improved version Ku’s scheme is resistant to replay and offline guessing attacks that breaks original Ku’s scheme. On the other hand, these advantages was not seriously effected to effectiveness of improved version Ku’s scheme.
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